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"It Is Better to
Be Hated For
What You Are
Than To Be
Loved For
What You Are
Not."
Andre Gide

Editor's Letter
This Issue of Oak Magazine we celebrate and show love to
our Community, with LGBTQIA+ community who have
struggled with so many obstacles but yet are able to keep
their heads up high and continue to grow and prosper no
matter what they may face.
With the recent hard times that we face as a society, a
country, a continent we need to take lessons from the
LGBTQIA+ community and learn the fundamental skills that
individuals from the LGBTQIA+ community have and also
understand the deep history the community has, in order for
all of us to be able to not make the same mistakes and also
grasp the core values which have allowed the community to
thrive.
We give flowers to those that have come before us and
those that are still with us, telling them we see what you
have done and are still continuing to do for all of us as
human-beings to have a better, brighter and prosperous
future. With our cover star being Dr Beverly Ditse, who is a
phenomenal, exceptional being which their work has been
able to touch us all.
Laying a pathway for the next generation to not only
succeed but also to prosper and not have their sexual
orientation, sexual preference and gender be a definition of
who they are and choose to be.
We hope with this issue a better understanding, respect for
all!

MEET THE TEAM
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Best 5

Feature

@ordinary_hunty

Self
Expression

The Past

A world where you are not able to explore,
express or showcase the different parts of
yourself is not a world I want to live in.
Self-expression is a form of healing, a
place of belonging and a safe haven for
dreaming.

No matter how painful or joyful one’s past
is – the past will forever be there. Forgive
yourself for your past mistakes, celebrate
your past wins and by embracing the past
only then can you clearly see the future.
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Name: Treyvone
Surname: Moosa
Instagram:
@original_hunty
Career Field: Marketing
Pronouns: They/She
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Therapy
Mental Health is critical to survival and
being able to heal is something we all
need. A healthy mind equals a healthy
body, which equals a healthy bank
account.
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Vacations
Travel has opened my eyes in ways I can’t
put down in words. I’ve been lucky enough
to travel to 37 countries around the world
and each and every place has made me
see things not for what they are but for
what they can be.
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Community
Unfortunately not all queer people will
have family attachments but it is still a
very big human need. So Found family is
what I search for these days, the people
who
can
take
my
Mother/Father/Sister/Brother
roles.
They are what makes each day without
my birth family so much easier.
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Best 5 Feature, The QnA

1. How was your coming out journey?
At the beginning it was really traumatic, I came out at
17 as gay. That ended up in me being homeless and
living on the streets of Hillbrow for close to a year. I
was exiled from my family for 13 years and this was
the most painful part – having to bury my former self
and discover my own pride. Later after I found my
feet, I really accepted myself as non-binary.
However, like most queer journeys I found that my
story is ever evolving and that I am really
transgender.
When I came out to my mother early this year as a
girl, her word were “ I will love you no matter what, my
child.” And that was really the beginning of joy on my
journey – that finally I had been accepted by my
mother.

3. What advice would you give your younger
self?
Forgive with more ease. Don’t try and fit n
because you are so different from anything
else. You are magical and powerful, hold on to
your resilience – it really does get better… and
Oh, see a therapist!

2. Who have been your key pillars of strength
through your journey?
My found family – it has been the people who have
helped me when I had nothing to eat or nowhere to
stay. It was Vanessa who gave me my first shot at a
real job. It was Shonisani who helped me clean up my
act when drugs became an issue. It was all the little
people who reminded me that I am not a product of
my past but a vision of my future.

4. How has being part of the LGBTQIA+
community affected your life?
Being Queer has shown me that life has endless
possibilities, that all I need to do is choose a
path. Growing up in the belly of this community
has also allowed me to be very empathetic – to
be able to see people for who they are and not
what they are. Queerness has allowed me to
develop my sense of dreaming to levels I doubt
Cigendered people are able to.
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Treyvone Moosa

5. What does Pride Month mean to you?
It’s a time to be counted. A time to be
visible. A time to mourn the deaths of
those before us and to celebrate their
names.
Pride will always be a March for me, it will
forever be a rooted in politics and
ensuring that we are able to be recognized
in a world that mostly shuns us.
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A lightweight, breathable, buildable &
natural-feeling liquid
foundation for all skin types, the Avon
True Color Foundation from R179.95,
is the product for you.

Beauty
Finding the Right
Foundation

Sourced Image

Getting the right foundation can be a lengthy process but once it
is done can be an ease and breeze saving time, which in today's
society is a precious gift to have.
Here are some key steps that will help one find the right
foundation.
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Sourced Image

Step 1: Identify Your Skin Type
- There are 3 main skin types. Dry,
Oily and Combination.
Step 2: Determine Your Skin
Undertones
- Shade matching is a must try and
one must experiment with different
shades to ensure you find the
perfect one.
- There are 3 types of undertones
one can, which are;
1.Cool (Pink, Red, Bluish)
2.Warm (Yellow or Golden)
3. Neutral (All other ones)
SEASON 2; EPISODE 2

Step 3: Go for Liquid, Oil-Free
Formulas
- These are much more softer on
your skin and not as harsh as other
formulas.
Step 4: Samples Are Your Best
Friend
- By all means keep on trying
different foundations.
Step 5: Application is Key
- Use small amounts at first to see
how the skin takes to the foundation.

www.oakmag.co.za
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Dr Bev wears: leather jacket & pants by Erre Fashion, Shirt & Tie: Markham, Sneakers: Puma

The Extraordinary

DR
BEVERLEY
DITSIE
Photographer: David Blaq Motsomotso, Styling: Katlego Magano, Makeup: Fanyana Maseko, Hair: Ruth Nteboheleng,
Studio: Bestfriends Studio
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DR BEV
So much has been written about Dr Bev. Their role as an activist, their work as a filmmaker and their
unapologetic feminism. But speaking with Dr Bev in person, the first word that comes to mind is
‘extraordinary’.
While it may sound cliche, when Dr Beverley Ditsie begins speaking, their voice conveys the wisdom
from over 30 years of trailblazing work.

Dr Bev wears: Own suit & shirt, Earrings: Lovisa

In fact, their work spans such important
times in the history of South Africa, not only
fighting for the recognition of the LGBTIQ+
rights, the work their popularly known for, but
also for their work in dismantling deepseated patriarchy, a cancer they believe is
holding society back.

But how does one become this vast
powerhouse of knowledge, with enough to
share with any and all who seek their advice?
From a young age, in apartheid Soweto,
Johannesburg where they were born, with
teachings of Ubuntu being imparted to them,
their grandmother being the essence of
humanity and being able to learn, engage and
have an understanding of how things work.

Dr Bev wears: Coat: Ezokhetho, Earrings & Neckpiece: Lovisa, Sneakers: Puma

“It was a vibrant home,”
- Dr Bev
From others’ eyes, the house was tiny and as
most of us call them the matchbox houses
however it was everything to Dr Bev.
“It was a vibrant home,” says Dr Bev, as they
had visitors who spoke different languages
and Dr Bev's grandfather would bring books
from around the world.
The experience of growing up in such an
environment was both wonderful yet
unhealthy. Unhealthy because as a people
we sometimes need space to ourselves and
some of us could not have that because of
the type of family structures we had.
Dr Bev reflects on how they were inspired by
their grandparents who taught them to read
and be anything and everything they wanted
to learn. Being interactive and being
encouraged to ask questions is what made
Dr Bev who they are today and this is a
blessing they speak of over and over again.
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Dr Bev wears: Coat: Imprint ZA, T-shirt: Zara

We have lost the spirit of Ubuntu
You can hear from Dr Bev’s
voice how passionate they
are when talking about
their
upbringing
and
teachings especially those
of Ubuntu and taking care
of one another. Their
grandma’s teaching was
recently highlighted to Dr
Bev again when their
international friend came
to visit South Africa and
she was so gobsmacked
at how helpful, warm and
giving South Africans are.
"The
fundamentals
of
Ubuntu include respect,
dignity and seeing the
humanity in each other,
seeing God in each other
and seeing our ancestors
in each other." says Dr Bev.
It is to be humane with
each other and this is a
beautiful way of describing
who Dr Bev is and why they
are so passionate about
Ubuntu.

We have lost the spirit of Ubuntu
because of colonisation. Dr Bev
believes that we are now in an era
where two guys cannot even show
affection
because
they
will
automatically be deemed as gay. The
lack of Ubuntu is so deep that we
sometimes do not even know where
we (as black South Africans) don’t
know where the coloniser ends and we
begin.

"The
fundamentals of
Ubuntu include
respect, dignity
and seeing the
humanity in
each other,
seeing God in
each other and
seeing our
ancestors in
each other."
Dr Bev.
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“Homophobia is un-African!” says Dr Bev
who then continues to say that we have
always revered the feminine until the
colonizer arrived with the patriarchy and
said the feminine is weak,
inconsequential and therefore must be
suppressed, tamed and controlled.

“There was a time where boys and
men would hold and show affection
to one another, whether they were
cisgender heterosexual or not
because of the fear of being named
gay and that is the void of Ubuntu.”
Dr Bev.

Dr Bev wears: leather jacket & pants by Erre Fashion, Shirt & Tie: Markham, Sneakers: Puma
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Coming Out

Dr Bev’s coming out was more based on them coming to
understand why they were not like others.
Dr Bev states that, in their later years ,they do
not see a need to come out. When they were
younger they needed to. Dr Bev’s coming out
was more based on them coming to
understand why they were not like others.
“I needed to understand why everybody else
around me was liking boys but I wasn’t” Dr Bev
says at times they would feel insulted when
people would say “o shebile bashemane” (you
looking at boys).
Dr Bev gushes when they say “I loved the
company of girls, I loved holding hands with
girls”
Dr Bev relays a time when boys would come to
them to profess their love to Dr Bev, this would
offend Dr Bev to a point where they would want
to punch them.

“because I am gay” Dr Bev

Dr Bev started to understand
themself better when they came
across the word gay from the singer
Boy George. That word came to Dr
Bev at the right time, exactly when
they needed it and saved them.
That moment gave Dr Bev an answer
to the question, they would frequently
get asked, which was “why are you
different?”. The fact that Dr Bev could
easily say, “because I am gay”,
brought a sigh of relief. This
revelation did however bring another
question to Dr. Bev, which was “why
are people offended by this word”.

This was all because Dr Bev needed to
understand why they were the person they are
and doing the things they are doing.
SEASON 2; EPISODE 2
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This ignited a fire in Dr Bev to
not only get an understanding
of society and why the
mindset of individuals in
society can be so close off
towards a group of people
that wish to live their lives
freely and without judgment.

Dr Bev wears: Coat & Pants: Imprint ZA, T-shirt: Zara, Sneakers: Adidas ZA, Earrings: Lovisa

This gave birth to an entirely
new journey as Dr Bev was
eager to understand why what
is it about people like me that
rubs people the wrong way
and the need to hide it”.

A NEW YORK PROTEST THAT
GAVE BIRTH TO PRIDE
Dr. Bev again displays their early
childhood teachings and rich
history by explaining how pride
came about. Dr Bev reminds us
of a time when selling of alcohol
was prohibited in New York, (the
prohibition era).
This is the time when police
would raid these bars and beat
up people, they found in these
bars. The MAFIAs still found
ways to sell alcohol illegally.
They would be a lot of sexual
assault when these raids took
place, as the gay community
was already illegal so they were
deemed inhuman.

One day Marsha P Johnson and a
few others decided enough is
enough! An entire bar full of queer
folk got into the streets and fought
back while they were being
arrested and beaten up.
In this fight back, more queer
people joined the fight and started
marching down the street. That
was the stonewall riot, the history of
Pride. A protest that ended in
celebration.
The inspiration for Pride
Johannesburg came from
understanding the roots but for a
much different reason.

The late Simon Nkoli had a lot of history in that era and
had an understanding of what was happening within
the other parts of the world. He had been to a few pride
march events in Canada.
So with him sharing what was happening in South
Africa’s becoming a democratic country and attaining
freedom, Dr Bev says we also wanted our freedom. “We
wanted to normalize this thing that had been hidden for
so long,” Says Dr Bev.
We asked Dr Bev if they had a message to the younger
generation of the LGBTQIA+ community and they
quickly chime in with “I don’t have advice, I don’t have
advice because I am also still trying to figure my life
out.”

Dr Bev wears: leather jacket & pants by Erre Fashion, Shirt & Tie: Markham, Sneakers: Puma

Dr Bev also states how at some time they were in a very
lonely place because they did not know anyone like her.
Dr Bev said that they were always surrounded by either
gay guys or white lesbians, surrounded by everyone
that looked like them.
Right now people don’t have to go too far to search for
a community. Nowadays, one does not have to reinvent
the wheel. The LGBTQIA+ community needs to start
having conversation with the ones that have been there
and walked the walk with the current generation of the
LGBTQIA+ community.
At times the young ones are failing in the same things
we failed at and that is because we are not having the
most required conversations. Some of these
conversations need to include how we hurt each other
within the community.
As a member of the LGBTQIA+ community, I have never
understood the reason behind the Pride Parade, the
pride march. I have found every reason on earth to
dislike. What Dr Bev did for me with this chat is to make
me understand that people ran for me to walk in this
community.
People fought for me to enjoy the “freedom” we have
today as a community. I learned a lot about taking care
of my fellow LGBTQIA+ members. That the spirit of
Ubuntu teaches us to be one and do unto others what
would make you feel love and wanted.
After this conversation, I yearn for a time where we
would sit with the ones that ran before us, ones that laid
down the groundwork for the same marriages to be
legal in this country. I yearn for the day when we
celebrate the likes of Dr Bev and their contributions to
the LGBTQIA+ community within Africa as a whole.
I pray for a day where Dr Bev is given a platform you
share their experiences and speak to the young
generation as what we wrote in this article is a drop in
the ocean compared to the conversation we had.
When you bump into Dr Bev, kindly give them a hug,
give them their flowers!
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THE MEANING
OF PRIDE
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Oak Mag x Avon

We're proud to be able to have created this June issue beauty feature in
partnership with Avon South Africa as we celebrate International Pride
Month. Featured here: Avon Black Suede Cologne, R 299.
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PRIDE
BROUGHT TO YOU BY

AVON
Models wearing: Blazers by: H&M
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ChooseAvon

Kago Sauls wearing: Suit by Ezokhetho

ALL PEOPLE SHOULD
BE TREATED
EQUALLY,
REGARDLESS OF
WHO THEY ARE OR
WHO THEY LOVE!
WWW.OAKMAG.CO.ZA
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KAGO SAUL
Colour, glitter, gemstones
and more are on the cards
this Pride Month, as we look
to celebrate with bomb
makeup looks to draw
attention to the eyes and
help you serve face.
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ChooseAvon
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Kago Sauls wearing: Suit by Ezokhetho

Try Avon’s into the Sunset
Midi Eyeshadow Palette,
R169. Or get your hands on
the Avon Glimmering Gems
Eyeshadow Palette R289.

ChooseAvon
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Dj Les G wears: Vest by H&M

TO BE YOURSELF IN A
WORLD THAT IS
CONSTANTLY TRYING TO
MAKE YOU SOMETHING
ELSE IS THE GREATEST
ACCOMPLISHMENT.
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
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DJ LES G

Dj Les G wears: Vest by H&M
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Using Powerstay
Foundation by Avon
(R179) lets your natural
beauty shine through
with easy, naturallytoned makeup meant
to enhance, not hide.
Ultra Colour Lip Gloss
Nourishing Shine in
Rusty Lustre by Avon
(R89) gives you pouty,
neutral lip tones.
Get the best out of
your makeup by
keeping skin firmer,
healthier and more
radiant with the Anew
Renewal Power Serum,
R329. Award-winning
game changers that
will boost collagen,
helping you restore
your skin.

ChooseAvon
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ChooseAvon

ONE DAY WE WON'T HAVE TO
'COME OUT OF THE CLOSET.'
WE'LL JUST SAY WE ARE IN
LOVE AND THAT WILL BE ALL
THAT MATTERS.
- Unknown
WWW.OAKMAG.CO.ZA
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THATO MARULE
We want more! More glam and more
lash, that is.
Get the new Avon Legendary Lengths
Mascara for just R179. And top it off with
the Avon True 5-in-1 Lash Genius
Mascara for R179.95.
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Sakhile wears: Coat by Moshions, Rings by: H&M

ChooseAvon

IT TAKES SOME INTELLIGENCE
AND INSIGHT TO FIGURE OUT
YOU'RE GAY AND THEN A
TREMENDOUS AMOUNT OF BALLS
TO LIVE IT AND LIVE IT PROUDLY.
- Jason Bateman
WWW.OAKMAG.CO.ZA

ChooseAvon
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PHOTOGRAPHER: THEMBA MBUYISA, MAKEUP: MOKGADI SHOGOLE & FANYANA
MASEKO, HAIRSTYLIST: RUTH NTEBOHELENG

SAKHILE MASINDA

To celebrate Pride Month, make a colourful statement in different colour
shades with Gel Shine Nail Enamels by Avon. Try the shades: 'Pink Obsession', 'All
about the Blue' and 'Red is Red'.
Want more colours to choose from? Avon Gel Shine Nail Enamels are a cult
favourite and come in all the shades you can think of for just R69.95 each.
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Forget Mascara Mixing! Lash
Genius gives you 5-in-1
benefits in 1 swipe!
5-in-1 Benefits
Rich, Full Volume
Fluttering Length
Precise Definition
Wide-Eyed Lift
Intense Black Colour
Quick glide gel formula & deep
black pigments coats &
colours everylash. Smart
control brush & detailing tip
lifts, stretches & separates
every lash.
Price: R179,95

by : Tariro Mushonga
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I found myself frozen in time, the lobby
in an Arusha Holiday Inn taunting me
with its dusty and musty furniture, long
overdue for an upgrade from the '90s.
"Melusi?" I asked in disbelief. "How could the
gayest person I know, get married to a woman?"
I had fallen in love with Melusi the day I met him.
We had the spent the following two days together
galavanting the streets of Harare, him me
introducing me to a side of queer Harare I had
judged from a distance, and I providing easy
transport to get around to see his friends since he
was from out of town.
He was loud, the life of the party and you got the
idea that what he was showing you was his real
genuine side.
"Ndiri ngochani," he had proudly announced at a
party to a group of big-bellied Zimbabwean men
whose masculinity was so thick you could cut it
with a blade.
SEASON 2; EPISODE 2

We do not own any right to
the images used in this
article.
"Such a beautiful thing for
everyone to be free without
judgment"
After a few beats, gasps here and there, pairs of
eyes cast down on the floor, all the guys around
that fire confirmed that they were LGBTIQ+
community members. With that, he opened what
turned out to be one of the best gay parties I've
attended in Harare.
Later, most of the faux masculinities couldn't
contain the girls heeding the call to Beyonce's
chanting. It was such a beautiful thing for
everyone to be free without judgment in a society
that othered them.
I was in awe of him! I constantly needed such
confidence around me, and we effortlessly
became sisters, as he insisted on calling us. I had
never let anyone call me "sis" before, but with him,
it felt endearing and beautiful.
www.oakmag.co.za

"Most bisexual men who marry women
never tell them that they are bi..."

"Most bisexual men who marry women never tell
them that they are bi," I reasoned to myself,
justifying my anger.

Back in the hotel lobby, the air conditioner
whirled, struggling to keep the hot air outside.
My local Tanzanian beer, flat by now, sat
there, long forgotten.

Together, we had laughed at other gay boys
who had married women before. What had
changed?
Our lives went on, our friendship quite strained,
only punctuated by the occasional like on
Instagram or a forced WhatsApp conversation
after one of us had

I picked up the phone and called him.
“Babe, is this true?”
“It’s true, sis,” he replied, asking how I had
forgotten that he had told me that he is
bisexual when we first met.
No. He had never told me that. I remember
the birthdays of boys I've had one-night
stands with. There is no way I'd have
forgotten such an important detail about a
close friend.
"Why though? Are you being forced to get
married? How can you do that to someone's
child?"
We left that conversation tense, me angry at
him for bringing along someone on his
journey whom, in my mind, he could never
love truly and fully, and he pissed off at me
for articulating that belief to him.

to another's status. The very close sisters had drifted
back to being the strangers they were before they met.
This year, as I have been researching the ChiShona word,
ngochani, I have come across many African languages
words that describe queer identity. Inkonkoni. Istabane.
Onkurin. Mosodoma. Xinangi. Shoga. Sasso.

SEASON 2; EPISODE 2
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THESE WORDS DIRECTLY DESCRIBE
MEN WHO SLEEP WITH MEN AS A
HARSH ADMONISHMENT

Most of these words directly describe men who sleep with men as a harsh admonishment, at least in their
modern, post-colonial incarnation.
None of them embrace bisexuality.
"As long as you put you touch another man's penis, you are gay," they seem to reason.
An entire identity is erased by language. And although most of these words can also apply to lesbians, the
scale is tilted heavily towards gay men and perhaps that is why many African societies view lesbianism as a
passing phase, one that may be changed with some corrective rape here and there.
Could this be the reason why bisexuals face a hard time, even from within the LGBTIQ+ community?
Am I part of the problem?
When Melusi said, "Ndisisitabane," to all those men around that braai, all I had heard was, "I am gay." That
word, ngochani, stabane, nkonkoni, could have meant many things because it encompasses all of the
LGBTIQ+ community, although we historically used it to identify men who have sex with men, regardless of
their identity.
Melusi had told me. He had told me and my mind, closed and repressed as it was, had interpreted it to only
mean one thing. Gay.
I admit I'm not the best at LGBTIQ+ issues. I am
still walking my journey, learning every day what
it means to be. I'm not the best friend there is. I
tend to make issues about myself but I am
willing to learn and do better.
Melusi and I still haven't seen each other since
the pandemic. I realize that to him, perhaps our
friendship was not as deep as I made it out to
be. However, there is no doubt that he helped
me with my journey to fully embracing who I am

I pray that he and his wife are happy and that
their new baby is a joy.
Here is to all the bisexual men and women we
never understand. We'll do better. Happy Pride
Month!

@amen_fashion_africa
Moriri, A Setswana word for hair is the building block for Amen Africa’s SALON ‘22
Ready-To-Wear
Showcase. From the earliest of civilizations, the Ancients Greeks, the Romans, the
Pre-Raphaelites all
the way to our twenty-first century lives (in Soweto all the way to Sandton), the
wheel of fashion is
always turning. Amen Africa is reinforcing the holistic experience that is cultivated
with every thought,
every moment, that is anchored through your bodily activity as you navigate the
world. From your
home, to your immediate surroundings, to your crown and the maintenance
thereof.
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THE VISIBLE FACE:
ZANELE MUHOLI’S
“FACES AND
PHASES” AND
“SOMNYAMA
NGONYAMA, HAIL
THE DARK
LIONESS.”

BY; SHAUN LUNGA
Zanele Muholi, 49, is a visual activist, performance artist, and contemporary photographer who
uses the pronouns “they” and “them”. The change of pronouns from “she” to “they”, came while
working on “Somnyama Ngonyama”, partly resting on the oppositional gender pronouns of
“she” and “he”, and partially using “they” as a plural, presenting Muholi not just an individual,
but as part of a historical community of African forbears.
Muholi’s body of work, “Faces and Phases” (2006-2016), a series of black and white portraits
focusing on the commemoration and celebration of black lesbian lives. Faces and Phases
challenge the conventional discourse on blackness, sexuality, gender, and class. Their work
acts as a conversation with the invisible spirits. Muholi documents the complexities of
LGBTQIA+ lives in their photo series “Faces and Phases” as a response to gender stereotypes,
structural violence, and hate crimes. “Faces and Phases” further ask the questions: What does
an African lesbian look like? Can you identify a rape survivor by the clothes she wears? Is there
a lesbian aesthetic or do we express our gendered, racialized, and classed selves in rich and
diverse ways? Is this a man or a woman? Muholi's work is pushing a political agenda. “We
need to produce as many images as we can… photography is a language of it’s own, with
specific baggage from history”.
SEASON 2; EPISODE 2
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“SOMANYAMA
NONYAMA,
HAIL THE DARK
LIONESS”

An ongoing series of visceral selfportraits that challenges and responds to
both history and the present. The photo
series confronts the politics of race and
pigment in the photographic archive. It is
a statement of self-presentation through
portraiture.
The entire series focus concept of MaID
(“My Identity”). The photo series uses
props such as rubber tires, electrical
cords, and cable ties to reference forms
of social brutality and capitalist
exploitation. Collectively, the portraits
evoke the plight of workers: maids,
miners, and members of the
disenfranchised communities.
The images are powerful, and evoke
strong emotions at first glance. You are
being confronted by a powerful force.
Zanele exaggerates the darkness of their
skin as a way to reclaim their blackness:
“My reality is that I do not mimic being
black; it is my skin, and the experience of
being black is deeply entrenched in me”.
Every prop that was used had a
significant role in confronting and
challenging the viewers, while asserting
their identity on their own terms.
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@MUHOLIZANELE
“In Somnyama Ngonyama, I have embarked on a discomforting self-defining
journey, rethinking the culture of the selfie, self-representation, and selfexpression.
I have investigated how photographers can question and deal with the body as
material or mix it with objects to further aestheticize black personhood. My
abiding concern is, can photographers look at themselves and question who they
are in society and the position/s that they hold, and maintain these roles
thereafter?”
These self-reflective, deeply psychologically charged portraits are unapologetic in
their exploration of the constraints of history, ideologies, and contemporary
realities.
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@masangobysiphosihle
27 Boxes, Melville.

Queer Podcasts you need to
listen to this winter!
by Chance Ntombela
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QUEER PODCASTS YOU NEED
TO
LISTEN TO THIS WINTER!

South Africa's podcasting scene is steadily growing as a lot of opinionated young
people are taking advantage of the tools and platforms at their disposal to tell their
own stories, express themselves, or just simply entertainment. While a large number of
vloggers opt to share their uncensored content, in my view, we don’t have nearly
enough African podcasts.
From bringing people together and strengthening the solidarity of LGBTQIA+ Africans,
each podcast explores different ranges of themes that we cannot recommend highly
enough! We bring you 5 African podcasts worth listening to and engaging in. Sure
enough, a little ride will have you learning so much from these podcasts.
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AfroQueer
AfroQueer is a podcast hosted by Selly Thiam and Aida Holly-Nambi telling the stories
of Queer Africans from across the continent and diaspora. Their podcast celebrates
queer love, and explores the laws affecting our lives, migration, media, race, class,
censorship, family and sex (obviously). Along the way, we also share some bitter truths
of what it means to be Queer and African, but also spotlight individuals shifting the
landscape of African queerness. With a broad scope and a diverse set of guests,
AfroQueer does a great job covering a changing environment in the Queer community.
In Season One, they travelled to South Africa to unpack race, class and geography at
Africa’s oldest Pride; investigate the decades old murder of lesbian activist FannyAnn
Eddy in Sierra Leone; talk to gay men blackmailed while using Grindr in Kenya; hear
from couples about to get married; and dive on the coming out stories. Arguably, this is
part of the appeal.

On the recommended episode Rafiki: Uncensored the hosts were discussing the Kenyan
Film that was banned for seven months because it was accused of “promoting
lesbianism or rather homosexuality”. The director of the film, Wanuri Kahui, sued the
government and won the case, allowing her to screen the film in Kenya for seven days
only. We went to the very first screening of Rafiki in Nairobi, and bring you this review of
the film.
This episode was such a powerful episode because it highlighted how challenging and
oppressing the laws are against homosexual people.
Rate: 10/10
SEASON 2; EPISODE 2
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Queer Talk

Queer Talk is a South African podcast hosted
by a South African based podcaster Vuyo. The
podcast focuses on everything that South
African Queer identifying people face from
romantic relationships, coming out stories,
discrimination, hate crime diaries and more.
Every week they invite guests to tell their
stories, learning and unpacking the realities
and challenges that come with living in South
Africa and beyond boarders. If you know where
to tune in, this is a place to be, look no further.
Recommended episode: Queer Me Out: A
Reflection of Pride Month. In this recent
informative episode, the host reflects on why
June is named a Queer month and the history
attached to this commemorable month.
It is an essential episode to listen to in 2022,
especially for those who might be unfamiliar
with the cultural and historical significance of
the Queer month.
Rate: 8/10
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I Like Girls
True stories, told live without notes will have you
sitting at the edge of your chair. The Nigerian
journalist Aisha Salaudeen is the creator of this
series that documents the stories of women
from across Africa.
Even though it isn't particularly focused on the
LGBTQI+ community, it touches on the many
realities of African women or women of African
descent in a multifaceted world.
Aisha is an adept, thoughtful interviewer who
approaches every topic and guest with a mix of
curiosity, empathy, and skepticism.
Recommended episode: Women Enough. This
episode follows the life of a trans woman, Sabs,
as she navigates womanhood in a society that
does not recognise her as “woman enough”.
That episode created a powerful and enjoyable
space of reflection about what it means to be a
woman.
Rate 10/10
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SheHerDyke

SheHerDyke hosted by high energy hosts, Lex and
Mary is a podcast for all the queers but their
masc-lesbian perspective is what makes this
podcast super unique.
They discuss topics that range from domestic
violence in lesbian relationships to body
dysmorphia. This podcast traces the
enmeshment of communities and cultures and
examines the tricky lines between sexuality and
gender.
Recommended episode: Heteromantic
bisexuality. In this episode, they discuss all things
bisexuality and dissecting the misconceptions
and fluidity that comes with being a bisexual
individual. The hosts’ crosstalk is funny and
engaging.
Rate : 7/10

ConnectiviTea
Created in May 2020, the ConnectiviTea podcast
invites its audience to join host Rebecca Nanjego
and her guests in intimate conversations ‘over a cup
of tea’. Clutching your pearls in this podcast is
undeniably the best thing you could do.
The creator features in-depth conversations about
controversial topics about sex, sexuality, and how
our views of sexuality can affect personal
relationships from Africa and beyond.
Recommended episode: What We Were Not Told
About Sex.
Playful, engaging, and original, this is a episode that
straddles the lines between sex, breaking virginity,
period sex, sexuality, identity and consent. It is one
every millennial can relate to. It has very much to do
with learning and unpacking the realities and
challenges that come with self discovery.
Rate 9/10
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by Tevin Andrews

MAISHE
MASHIGO

Martin Luther King once said:
"Faith is taking the first step
even when you don’t see the
whole staircase."
Maishe’s journey has
consistently been fueled by that
very faith. With over 10 years as
an account manager, he has
worked with a plethora of brands
but it’s his heart that has set him
apart.

What is your spirit animal?
I’ve actually never given it much
thought;I feel inclined to give a
philosophical
response
here.
However, in all honesty, I’d love to be
as free as a bird. So, a bird it is –
preferably one that isn’t at the
bottom of the food chain, lol!

How do you empower the queer community through your work?
I’ve been fortunate to be in a position where I can actively develop strategies that are
not only inclusive but offer opportunities to queer bodies in the digital content creation
space. Where, I get to collaborate with some AMAZING queer identifying content
creators who not ALWAYS show up but show off in the work that they do. I’ve learned
from an early age in my career that in order to see more people like me in mainstream
media, I must bring them with me as I rise through the ranks.
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Can you mention any queer/
adjacent
or
gender-non
conforming
individuals
that
have influenced your work?
Whoa, where does one start? There are
actually quite a few. Firstly, let me start
with the people that I look up to, period:
Beverly Ditsie and Simon Nkoli, two
giants in the South African gay and
lesbian liberation movement. The first
time I heard those names, I must have
been in my latter teenage years; the
internet was still in its infancy, but I
recall actively searching the internet to
learn more about them, who they were,
and what they did. You know that fuzzy
feeling you get after indulging in
something that you are not supposed to
have? That’s how I felt when I kept
reading more and more about them
and the liberation movement.
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Then there was K Sello Duiker, what a
writer! As an avid reader, I am seeing
how their work continues to influence a
lot of my favourite local writers; it is a
marvel to see. In a professional setting,
there are also quite a number of people
that have influenced me, and, to some
extent, the path that I have taken for
myself in the industry that I am in, I think
a prominent name that always comes
to mind is Sylvester Chauke; the work
that they have done in their career and
continue to do is just awe-inspiring.

What does Pride mean to you?
A reminder to be true to self, to affirm
myself and the people who form part of
the LGBTQI+ community. Juxtaposed to
that, it is also a time of reflection to
realize just how far we still have to go as
a people in order for our personhood to
be acknowledged. We deserve more
than a month in order to feel seen and
validated.
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As
a
creative
entrepreneur
and
professional,
how
important is diversity to
you?
It is quite important. I think as
queer-identifying people, we
often have to show up twice as
hard in order for our efforts and
opinions to be seen or heard. I
guess such is the norm for all
marginalized
communities;
after all, we all find ourselves
having to operate in a
patriarchal society that deems
white and male superior. I’ve
always viewed diversity as a
driving force for creativity and
innovation; it interrogates the
blanket-approach
worldview
that
many
people
find
themselves in and pushes
boundaries, further challenging
the many societal ims that
many people purport to – not
all black people love to dance,
and in the same breath, not all
queer
people
fit
the
“flamboyant”
mould
that
society
often
compartmentalises us in.

If you were an artist,
what would you paint on
your first day?
A portrait of the sun gently
setting into the ocean. I’ve
always loved the sunset; for
me it is a reminder that I have
fought, survived, and that it is
time to rest now, for a new day
awaits.

If you could have one
superpower, what would
it be?
To fly: I live in Jo-hustle-burg, if
there is one that I just can’t
stand about this place is the
traffic!

It is for that reason that
diversity and inclusion must be
brought to the forefront in all
spheres of creative and
professional settings.

Finish this sentence: Be yourself…
” the world will adjust."
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LETLHOGONOLO
MOKGOROANE

@mx_mokgoroane
Toni Morrison once said: "If you
are free, you need to free
somebody else. If you have some
power, then your job is to
empower somebody else."
Firebrand,
Letllhogonolo
Mokgoroane who also goes by
@mx_mokgoroane,
has
unapologetically claimed his
space as a foremost queer
figure of our time. Letlhogonolo’s
voice, work and visibility in every
sense, live up to the words to the
literary juggernaut as a law
fundi and co-host of The Cheeky
Natives.
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As a creative entrepreneur
and
professional,
how
important is diversity to you?
This is a hard question. But in short,
it is recognising that we are not all
the same and that difference
makes me useful only as that
difference is not rooted in someone
else's oppression.

2

Can you mention any queer/
adjacent or gender-non
conforming individuals that
have influenced your work?
Dr B Camminga, Prof Zethu
Matebani, Landa Mabenge, just to
name a few.
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How do you empower the
queer community through
your work?
Morgan Parker writes a poem that
says “the body is a person”. My work
empowers queer and trans people to
begin to live a life that is filled with
dignity. I work to dismantle and
change laws that deny queer people
their rights.

4

What does Pride mean to you?
Pride is so much more than an annual
festival or rainbow-themed parties. It
started off as a protest led by trans
women of colour—namely Marsha P.
Johnson and Sylvia Rivera—against
oppressive forces that tried to get
them to silence, shrink, and diminish
their truth. So many of us feel
restricted by norms, traditions, other
people’s expectations and desires of
us, or the dominant (read: white
cisgender
heterosexual
male)
narrative. So many of us let fear, guilt,
and shame keep us from following our
most genuine desires. We get into the
habit of erasing parts of ourselves and
making our truth small. We give our
power away.For me, pride is about
claiming all the parts of yourself that
everyone has tried to take from us. It is
a place of creating freedom for
yourself in every way.

Finish this sentence:
Be yourself... It is the
best thing you can do
for yourself.
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If you could
have one
superpower,
what would it
be?
To Shape shift –
we already do it
as queer and
trans people.
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6 If you were an
artist, what
would you
paint?
FREEDOM!
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MAMOLEFE

MOLEFE

Maya Angelou once said: "There is no greater agony than
bearing an untold story inside you."
A largess of creativity, a queer ally and a PRISM award
winner, Mamolefe lets her heart lead her in all of her
endeavors. Metaphor by metaphor and simile by simile,
she is telling her story…
As a creative entrepreneur and
professional, how important is
diversity to you?
Very. When entering a room, diversity is
actually the first thing I look for. How many
queer people are in the room? Who is a
part of the decision making? How are they
treated? I actually used to lead the
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion division at my
previous agency. So it was always
imperative that myself and the team
reflect on what we’re currently doing and
how we can make our workforce better for
our colleagues.

My favourite way of supporting and
recognising queer creatives is through
collaboration.
Whether
it
is
collaborating on a poem or inviting
them to be a part of a creative project, I
enjoy accessing the minds of my
partners. This also means buying and
promoting their products should they
have any brands as well. When given
the opportunity to perform on stage, for
example, I make it a point to wear items
that were created by queer bodies and
curate it into my performance. My next
step is to begin telling more queer
stories through my writing. I’m really
excited to begin curating that!

How do you empower queer bodies
through your work?
SEASON 2; EPISODE 2
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What does Pride mean to you?
Pride to me means showing up for
yourself openly and being able to share
that love with others. It means holding
space for your loved ones. It means
educating yourself and educating folks
around you. Pride means showing up for
your tribe. It also means setting and
honouring boundaries. Being able to
empathize and respect others. As a
queer Ally, Pride also means inviting
people that are a part of the community
into noteworthy spaces. For the longest
time, we have been ‘tolerated’ or
‘accepted’ in different parts of the
industry. I believe it’s time that we, as a
society, invite each other into spaces and
present opportunities for one another.

What is your spirit animal?
Often times when I am going through a
significant shift in my life, a Dragonfly flies
past (or above) me. So they definitely
become my buddies overtime.However, if
we were to take it back to ancestry, I am
a Lion at heart.

Can you mention any queer/
adjacent
or
gender-non
conforming individuals that have
influenced your work?
I remember attending a poetry workshop
hosted by Tanya Evanson. First of all
she’s just godly. Second, she taught me
to look at my poetry in a different way
when it comes to performance styles.
How do I present myself in front of the
mic? Am I owning my stage presence?
The moment I saw MJ Rodriguez on the
TV screen, I knew I had to follow her and
see more of her work. Whether an
interview or a silly Instagram post, she
showed me how to be free and
comfortable in one’s art. Oftentimes we
compare ourselves to other artists and
creatives; thinking about how we could
morph ourselves to be more likable. MJ
showed me that that mentality will only
set you back. A friend and artist by the
name of Witney. showed me that it is
okay to not know things. That way, I am
more receptive to creative juices,
perspectives and change.

If you could have one
superpower, what would it
be?
I am a big Avatar: The Last
Airbender fan. I would love to be
a Water Bender!
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If you were an artist,
what would you paint?
I’d definitely take a shot at
painting the astral plane! No
one knows what that world
looks like, but we definitely
know what it feels like. I’d grab
the opportunity to paint an
abstract
piece
that
incorporates
different
elements of religions and
spirituality.

If you were an artist,
what would you paint?
I’d definitely take a shot at
painting the astral plane! No
one knows what that world
looks like, but we definitely
know what it feels like. I’d grab
the opportunity to paint an
abstract
piece
that
incorporates
different
elements of religions and
spirituality.

Finish this sentence:
Be yourself…
in the most uncomfortable of situations
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LINDOKUHLE
MKHIZE

@lindopariss
Angela Davis once said: "You have to act
as if it were possible to radically
transform the world. And you have to do
it all the time."
Lindokuhle is blazing a trail of
transformation with her serenity, surety
and strategic savvy. Innovation is what
she does best and with her effortless
style and wit, she leads the pack.

1

What does Pride mean to you?
Pride is a safe space for me. It’s like a
warm embrace that makes me feel seen
and supported. I have always been fluid
when it comes to the way I dress and who
I choose to love. And I think it just gives me
courage to know there are others like me
out there, who are unashamed to be the
most free versions of themselves.
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What is
animal?

your

spirit

I am obsessed with elephants!
Their calm demeanor and
majestic air of authority
appeals to me. Lol and they
love eating clean. But get on
their bad side? It’s tickets for
you fam. That’s my personality,
in a nutshell.

3

If you were an artist,
what would you paint
on your first day?
A mural of what Nina
Simone’s music sounds like
to me.
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How do you empower queer
people through your work?
Queer people are literally the crux of
creativity. The range, the ideas, the
assertiveness and being comfortable
enough to experiment with any and
every artform make my job so much
more enjoyable. Be it campaigns or
event initiatives, they’re my first
selection.

5

As a creative entrepreneur and
professional, how important is
diversity to you?
Highkey. Representation matters not just
for us but for the generations behind us.
Living in a world that feels like it was lent
to us because every media placement,
every textbook and or every crime article
carries a stigma of being gentrified or
not having black people, African people
acknowledged, prioritized and included
isn't enough for me. We need to have
honest
conversations
about
how
Africans are carrying the world of
innovation on their back, since history
books. Periodt!

Finish this sentence:
Be yourself...
Be yourself, because only
you can do wha you dream
of doing, the way you
dream of doing it. The world
needs you.
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Can you mention any queer/
adjacent and gender-non
conforming individuals that
have influenced your work?
Yes, there’s plenty. Tony Gum, a
visual artist and YOONS, the creative
director for AMBUSH are the first
names that come to mind. They just
ooze future forward thinking.

If you could have one
superpower, what would it
be?
My superpower would be the ability
to
keep
generating
funds,
increasing my wealth to diabolical
amounts.
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STUNNING
MAZE

Miriam Makeba once said: "There are three things I was
born with in this world, and there are three things I will
have until the day I die… Hope, determination and
song."
Stunning Maze is a sea of love that is filled to the brim
with those very things. Boasting over 100k followers on
TikTok, his tranquil demeanor compliments his bright
aura. Creative arts are his haven and he is now winning
the hearts of South Africans, one octave at a time.
As a creative entrepreneur and
professional, how important is
diversity to you?
I believe that everyone exists for a
reason, and everyone deserves a
chance to show why they exist. When
you’re not given the platform to express
yourself because you’re a certain way,
that takes away the true essence
existing as a person, we’re all here to LIVE
and we all deserve a CHANCE to be
ALIVE!
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What does Pride mean to you?
It
means
self
acceptance,
self
awareness and self appropriation.
There’s nothing greater that being aware
of who you are and appreciating oneself.
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Who/what is your spirit animal?
Oh sure, it’s Denis Rodman any day!

How do you empower queer
bodies through your work?
By living my truth and telling stories
that touched me as a kid through
my music and visual content.

Can you mention any queer/
adjacent
or
gender-non
conforming
individuals
that
have influenced your work?
Denis Rodman in the 90s, there’s just
something about him during that
time. he just didn’t give a flying FAQ*.

If you were an artist, what would
you paint?
Some flowers. There’s something so
timeless and soothing about flower
paintings.
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If you could have one
superpower, what would
it be?
I’d definitely love to be able to
listen to everyone’s prayers and be
able to fulfill them. Only the ones
with pure intentions and in need of
assistance in any form.

Finish this sentence:
Be yourself…
My stunner, it all
makes sense when
you listen to YOU.
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27 Boxes, Melville.

Book Review

Touch
By: Shaun Lunga

Book: Touch (Sex, Sexuality and Sensuality)
Compiled by Tiffany Kagure Mugo and Kim Windvogel
“Sexual feelings are defined as feelings with a very
strong localized physical pleasure component, or
feelings that are closely connected/associated
with such feelings.
Evolutionary, sexual feelings are closely
connected with reproduction; however, the
connection is not ordinarily a part of the feeling.
Sexual feelings are closely connected towards
love and attraction, but these are not necessary
for feelings to be sexual.
As with all feelings, the essence and identity of
sexual feelings lies in the understanding and
perception of the feelings.” (Taranovsky, 2012).
This quote by Taranovsky sets out the tone for
Touch. It consists of deeply personal essays on
sex, sexuality, and sensuality from voices across
African Diaspora and across the full spectrum of
sexuality.
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The way this book came about is the funniest
thing. I remember laughing alone. I was like “No.
No ways. I can’t laugh alone. I need to call my
dearly beloved!” The cover almost had three dicks
suspended mid-air! This collection came from
bath bombs, from being isolated in 2020, from too
much wine.
The collection has thought pieces from people
that I respect dearly, like Lwando Scott, Nakhane,
and Jamil, to mention just a few. Contributors
came with different perspectives: some wrote
about their abortions, some about heartbreak,
some about depression.
One-night stands, sexual exploration, identity, sex
work, asexuality, it’s all there. These essays are
deeply personal, moving and told with so much
ambition and courage. The voices here are
daring, honest, fierce.
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Reading an anthology is always an eye
opener, a window into multiple
people’s experiences of life. It is a great
way to discover writers. The book
draws a connection between “They
called me Queer” and “A Quicky Guide
to Having great Sex”, the separate
works of the two editors.
Some pieces were funny, some
traumatic, some educational.
There were pieces on HIV, on PrEp, on
consent, on stealthing and having
honest conversations about sex. You
will laugh out loud. You will reflect on
your own experiences.
It was interesting to read about the
experiences of sex-workers during
covid, and about how lesbian women
have sex, not because I romanticise sex
workers and lesbians, or have some
weird fetish, but because I was learning
about things I had no experience of.
The book also reminds us as a culture
that claims to be progressive, we need
to stop demonizing and ostracizing
women who have abortions.

“Femmes wanna fuck too” an essay by
Jamil Khan made me reflect on why we
don’t ask for sex from our partners, but
instead have these animalistic gestures
that say: “hey babe can we fuck?”. We
don’t have enough conversations about
sex.
Khan’s essay made me think about the
politics of sex, the politics of desire,
about how femme bodies are often
expected to behave in certain ways to
please the masculine figure in a
romantic relationship, and in society in
general.
The whole idea of femmes is a
stereotype: The “penetratee” is the
“woman” in a queer relationship.
Femmes eat ass too.
Sex is way of communicating through
souls and bodies. Sex can sometimes
heal us, but can we be healed through
broken bodies?
Can we strive through broken bodies
which disguise themselves as healed, but
are not? Touch is a conversation starter
for people who feel alienated from their
bodies, from their sexual selves, for
people from different genders and
sexualities from across the African
diaspora. It is a sharing of truth. Or rather
of truths. A must read. An important
read.
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AVON South Africa
@avonsouthafrica
linktr.ee/AVONZA

ERRE
@errefashion
www.erre-fashion.com
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Ezokhetho
@ezokhetho
www.ezokhetho.com
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Adidas
@adidasza
ddirun.app/FN4
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H&M
@h&m

Markham1873
@markham1873
linktre.ee/markham1873
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Moshions
@moshions
shop.moshions.rw/products/
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Masango by Siphosihle
@masangobysiphosihle
27 Boxes, Melville

WWW.OAKMAG.CO.ZA
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09
10

Imprint ZA
@imprint_za
www.imprintza.com

Puma
@pumasouthafrica
go.puma.com/fby7

11

Lovisa
@lovisajewellery
sked.link/lovisajewellery

12

TILE
@mamtile
078 289 5760
27 Boxes Melville

WWW.OAKMAG.CO.ZA

I CAN EARN FROM HOME,
I CAN EARN FROM ANYWHERE. I'VE
DECIDED TO DO BEAUTY MY WAY.

Start Earning today
See below Link to Register
https://arp.avon.com/asa/ZA/en#avon

